A small nucleolar RNA:ribozyme hybrid cleaves a nucleolar RNA target in vivo with near-perfect efficiency
(yeast/nucleolus)
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ABSTRACT A hammerhead ribozyme has been localized to the yeast nucleolus by using the U3 small nucleolar RNA as a carrier. The hybrid small nucleolar RNA:ribozyme, designated a “snorbozyme,” is metabolically stable and cleaves a target U3 RNA with nearly 100% efficiency in vivo. This is the most efficient in vivo cleavage reported for a trans-acting ribozyme. A key advantage of the model substrate featured is that a stable, trimmed cleavage product accumulates. This property allows accurate kinetic measurements of authentic cleavage in vivo. The system offers new avenues for developing effective ribozymes for research and therapeutic applications.

Ribozymes have enormous potential in basic research and biotechnology with special promise for applications in human medicine (1, 2). In this context, a catalytic RNA is designed to specifically recognize, interact with, and alter a target molecule. The best-characterized ribozymes are hydrolytic nucleases that perform site-specific cleavage of a target RNA (3, 4). The hammerhead ribozyme has received most attention thus far because of its early discovery, small size, and potential to cleave almost any RNA molecule (5–7). Naturally occurring hammerhead ribozymes cleave target sequences in the same molecule, i.e., in cis (ref. 8; see also ref. 9). It is possible, however, to engineer artificial ribozymes, which cleave RNA molecules in trans. In principle, this strategy can be used to alter the level of any RNA in a living organism, and achieving this goal has been a major focus of ribozyme research (see refs. 10 and 11). Despite much effort, progress has been slow in attaining highly efficient cleavage of target molecules in living cells (12–17). In no case known to us has complete or nearly complete cleavage been observed in vivo for any trans-acting hammerhead ribozyme. Overcoming this limitation is critical if the full potential for modulating gene expression with ribozymes is to be realized.

To achieve efficient cleavage in vivo, three key conditions must be satisfied: (i) an intracellular concentration of ribozyme that is not limiting, which requires a robust transcription rate and/or good metabolic stability of the ribozyme; (ii) a high degree of colocalization of the ribozyme to the same cellular compartment(s) as the target molecule (13, 16); and (iii) highly productive ribozyme–target interaction, i.e., good accessibility of the relevant RNA sequences in the catalytic and substrate molecules (18). In this last regard, either or both RNAs may be large and complex and bound to proteins; thus, the potential for interference effects can be high. Lack of detailed information about the in vivo structures and dynamics of the interacting RNAs continues to be a major problem. In the present study we sought to satisfy the requirements for effective in vivo cleavage by using small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) as both catalytic and target molecules and to demonstrate that complete or near-complete cleavage is indeed possible with a trans-acting ribozyme.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Yeast Strains and Manipulations. In vivo studies with cis-acting snozymes were performed with a haploid yeast strain transformed with appropriate plasmids. The host strain in these experiments was YSD2 (MATa ura3 ade2 his3 leu2 lys1 trp1) prepared by sporulating the isogenic MIH2 strain (kindly provided by Molly Fitzgerald-Hayes, Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA). In vivo studies with the trans-acting snorbozymes were conducted with diploid yeast strains containing appropriate plasmid pairs. The latter strains were prepared as follows. First, two isogenic haploid strains, YSD2 and YSD1, obtained after sporulation of diploid MIH2 and differing only in mating type (a vs. α), were transformed with plasmids expressing either target- (YSD2) or ribozyme (YSD1)-containing molecules. The transformants obtained were then crossed to yield diploids expressing the desired pairs of RNA molecules. Plasmids were introduced into yeast cells by using a lithium acetate transformation procedure (19).

Analysis of Ribozyme Activity. The RNA molecules used in the in vitro ribozyme studies were prepared by transcribing DNA templates with T7 RNA polymerase. The templates were prepared by PCR amplification of the plasmids used in the in vitro ribozyme studies (see below). The cis reaction occurred during the transcription incubation (1 h) with almost 100% efficiency. In the trans ribozyme reactions, mutant and wild-type ribozyme and substrate transcripts were quantified spectrophotometrically or estimated from [32P]UTP incorporation measurements. A constant amount of substrate (2 nM) was incubated with 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 nM ribozyme in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9)/100 mM NaCl/10 mM MgCl2/2 mM spermidine. Ribozyme and substrate were first combined in the above conditions, but without Mg2+, heated at 80°C for 1 min, and cooled on ice. Reactions were started by adding Mg2+ and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. Under these conditions, ~40% of the substrate was cleaved at the highest ribozyme concent-
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tion (data not shown). The efficiency of ribozyme cleavage in vivo was assessed by Northern blot analysis.

RNA isolation and Northern blot analyses were performed as described (20). Total RNA for Northern blots was prepared from cells grown overnight in selective liquid YNB medium (0.67% yeast nitrogen base). Radiolabeled oligonucleotides used to probe the Northern blots were C106, which recognizes yeast U14 snoRNA (internal control); SD13*, which hybridizes to all hybrid molecules used in the cis ribozyme studies as well as substrate and product molecules featured in the trans ribozyme studies (this probe specifically recognizes a unique hairpin sequence in a modified U3*; see Fig. 1); and SD90, which recognizes specifically ribozyme-carrying molecules used in the trans ribozyme studies (this probe hybridizes to a core sequence in the hammerhead ribozyme, on the 5' side of the nucleotide used to prepare inactive ribozyme variants).

In situ hybridization and probe synthesis were performed as described (21). The probes used were RNA molecules conjugated to either Cy3 or Oregon green 488. These RNAs were obtained by using in vitro transcription of plasmid templates containing either the ribozyme or the U3* hybridization tag sequences.

**DNA Constructs.** The RNA molecules used in the in vitro studies were prepared by transcribing DNA templates with T7 RNA polymerase according to a protocol provided by the manufacturer (Promega). The DNA templates were prepared by PCR amplification of the plasmids used in the in vivo studies (see below) and are as follows. Active cis-snorbozyme, plasmid pRS:T/C(+) with primers SD101 and SD102; inactive cis-snorbozyme, plasmid pRS:T/C(−) with primers SD101 and SD102; active trans-snorbozyme, plasmid pRS:C(+) with primers SD99 and SD101; inactive trans-snorbozyme, plasmid pRS:C(−) with primers SD99 and SD101; substrate molecule (trans ribozyme analyses), plasmid pRS:T with primers SD100. Before T7 transcription, the DNA templates were treated with HpaI to generate RNA molecules with uniform 3' ends. Plasmids for the in vivo snorbozyme studies were prepared by substituting major portions of the 5' segment of the U3-coding region with the appropriate experimental sequences, in plasmids pRU3*-313, pRU3(del)-316 or YEp-U3(del) plasmids (see below). Replacements were performed by using PCR mutagenesis strategies described (22). The DNA templates and essential PCR primers were: pRU3*-313 and SD75, for pRS:T/C(+); pRU3*-313 and SD76, for pRS:T/C(−); pRU3(del)-316 and SD88, for pRS:C(+) and YEp:C(+); pRU3(del)-313 and SD89, for pRS:C(−) and YEp:C(−); pRU3*-313 and SD86, for pRS:T or pRS:T(9:9); pRS:T and SD97, for pRS:T(6:6); pRS:T and SD95, for pRS:T(9:6); pRS:T and SD96, for pRS:T(9:6); pRU3*-313 and SD87, for pRS:T(12:12); and pRS:T and SD98, for pRS:T(15:15). Plasmids pRU3*-313, pRU3(del)-316 and YEp-U3(del) were prepared by inserting a 1.3-kb HindIII fragment encoding U3* or U3(del) variants of the U3 gene (22) into cloning vectors pRS313 (encoding U3*, into SalI site), pRS316 [encoding U3(del), into SalI site], and YEp24 m [encoding U3(del), into ClaI site]. Vectors pRS313 and pRS316 are described by Sikorski & Hieter (23).

**Oligonucleotides.** Sequences of the oligonucleotides used in this study are as follows: for SD13*, 5'-GCCGGCTTACGT-AAGCTAAGCGCGAC-3'; SD75, 5'-TGACTGCTGACGACGA-GTCCCGTGAGGACGAAACACCGTACTCCATGTTG-3'; SD76, 5'-TGACTGCTGACGACGA-GTCCCGTGAGGACGAAACACCGTACTCCATGTTG-3'; SD86, 5'-GACTGCTGACGACGA-GTCCCGTGAGGACGAAACACCGTACTCCATGTTG-3'; SD87, 5'-GACTGCTGACGACGA-GTCCCGTGAGGACGAAACACCGTACTCCATGTTG-3'; SD90, 5'-GACTGCTGACGACGA-GTCCCGTGAGGACGAAACACCGTACTCCATGTTG-3'; SD95, 5'-ATCGTGTGGC-ACCGAACCTTGTCACT-3'; SD96, 5'-ATCGTGTGGC-ACCGAACCTTGTCACT-3'; SD98, 5'-ATCGTGTGGC-ACCGAACCTTGTCACT-3'; and SD99, 5'-ATCGTGTGGC-ACCGAACCTTGTCACT-3'.

**Fig. 1.** Structure of the U3 snoRNA-hammerhead ribozyme (snorbozyme) chimeras featured in the present study. (A) Map of S. cerevisiae U3 (22). The yeast U3 molecule consists of (i) a 5' region with little or no secondary folding; (ii) a single-stranded hinge region, and (iii) a highly structured 3' domain. The 5' and 3' ends are protected from exonucleolytic damage by a trimethyl guanosine (TMG) cap and one or more proteins complexed with the box C/D motif. Key elements incorporated into the design of the snorbozyme system are emphasized. The 5' domain contains highly conserved box elements GAC, A', and A, which are implicated in direct interaction with pre-rRNA. The box C/D motif is a nucleolar localization signal and provides metabolic stability. The in vitro studies were carried out with cells expressing wild-type U3, which is essential for growth, and one or two U3 variants containing the experimental sequences. One variant (U3*) contains a unique hybridization tag created by modifying the sequence of one of the helical stems (upper left). The second is a functional "mini-U3" molecule (U3del), in which all hairpin domains are absent. The ribozyme and target sequences were introduced into the 5' region of the U3 host molecules in place of conserved boxes A' and A and a portion of the hinge segment. (B) Structures of the hammerhead ribozyme elements featured, in cis and trans configurations (8, 25). A G nucleotide essential for ribozyme cleavage is marked with a filled triangle. Inactive snorbozymes containing a C at this position were used in control experiments. The target and catalytic sequences in the trans configuration are labeled T and C, respectively.
ACTGAATCCAACTTTG-3'; SD99, 5'-CTCTACGTAATACGACTCTATAGGCTCGATC-3'; SD100, 5'-CTCTACGTAATACGACTCTATAGGCTCGATC-3'; SD101, 5'-AAGTGGTTAATGTTGCACTGCCC-3'; SD102, 5'-CTCTACGTTAATACGACTCTATAGGCTCGATC-3'.

RESULTS

Recent advances in snoRNA research suggested to us that a snoRNA molecule could be used as a ribozyme carrier to target nucleolar RNAs. This approach was initially prompted by identification of a common snoRNA structure motif, known as the box C/D motif, which confers metabolic stability on the snoRNA and also causes the RNA to be localized to the nucleolus (ref. 21, and refs. therein). Other key advances were generation of a detailed structure-function map for the U3 box C/D snoRNA from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and development of valuable information about the structure of the natural U3 snoRNP complex in this organism (refs. 22 and 24, and refs. therein).

Snobozyme Experimental System. The U3 snoRNA is conserved among all eukaryotes and is required for processing of rRNA. The structure of U3 from S. cerevisiae is shown in Fig. 1. Major features include (i) a trimethyl guanosine cap, which protects the RNA from 5'→3' exonuclease degradation; (ii) a 5' segment, which is involved in direct pre-rRNA binding and is thought to be largely or completely single stranded; and (iii) a highly folded 3' region, which contains the box C/D motif (an analog of the canonical box C/D motif in other snoRNAs; see also above). Because the U3 segment involved in pre-rRNA binding is known to be exposed in the mature snoRNP particle (24), we reasoned that a ribozyme sequence placed in this segment would be able to interact with a target molecule. By the same reasoning, we predicted that a target sequence embedded in the same region in a second U3 molecule would be accessible to the ribozyme. In addition to achieving good accessibility, targeting cleavage to this particular segment of U3 also was expected to yield a stable byproduct, which would facilitate characterization of the system. In this regard, the initial cleavage products are expected to be altered by endogenous exonucleases (see diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4). The short 5' segment would likely be degraded completely; however, the larger 3' product would be protected from complete degradation by proteins bound to the box C/D motif. This final byproduct would be both stable and smaller than the initial 3' cleavage product. These properties would make measurements of authentic in vivo cleavage both simple and reliable. We call the hybrid snoRNA:ribozyme molecules snobozymes.

Snobozyme Cleavage in Cis. Our initial tests were carried out with a cis-acting snobozyme (Fig. 2). To distinguish this molecule from natural U3, which is required for cell growth, the snobozyme was constructed from a U3 variant that contains a unique hybridization tag (see Fig. 1). In our scheme, the hammerhead ribozyme sequence (52 nt) was substituted for a U3 segment of similar size (57 nt). Nearly complete cleavage was observed with the cis-acting snobozyme, both in vitro (95%) and in vivo (90%). Control experiments with mutant catalytic sequences demonstrated that cleavage is ribozyme-dependent and the shorter, exonucleolytically trimmed 3' byproduct is only formed in living cells and not in vitro or after cell disruption. These results show the hammerhead ribozyme is highly active in the context of the U3 snoRNA and that a stable byproduct accumulates as predicted.

Trans-Acting Snobozyme. We next examined cleavage efficiency in the trans configuration. Two structural variants of U3 were used, which allowed easy discrimination of experimental and endogenous U3 molecules. The target RNA contained the same hybridization tag used for the cis snobozyme. The catalytic sequence was placed into a U3 mini-
with an intermediate and asymmetric complementarity of 15 bp [9 bp in helix III and 6 bp in helix I (lane 7)]. These results suggest that 9:6 bp complementarity provides optimal binding and cleavage in vitro, which is in good agreement with in vivo data. Lengthening helix I to more than 6 bp has been observed to slow the rate of cleavage in vitro, in some cases by as much as 100 fold. Shortening the total complementarity to less than 10–12 bp, on the other hand, also reduced the efficiency (27; see also ref. 28). Strikingly, the cleavage efficiency was nearly complete in the optimal case shown here.

**Kinetics of the in Vivo Snorbozyme Cleavage.** An important advantage of the new in vivo system is that the ribozyme, substrate and cleavage molecules can all be quantified, as predicted. Product accumulation is unusual in ribozyme studies, and this property makes accurate in vivo kinetic studies possible for the present system. Although detailed measurements are beyond the scope of the present report, several preliminary observations can be made from the results obtained, for both the cis- and trans-acting ribozymes. The efficiency of the cis-acting snorbozyme in vivo is ~90%. If the half-life of the U3 derivatives is similar to that of natural U3, estimated at 90 min (29), the rate of the ribozyme reaction is deduced to be 0.08 min⁻¹ in vivo (see Appendix). In trans, the best cleavage efficiency observed was better yet, for a ribozyme–substrate complementarity of 9:6 bp and expression of the ribozyme from a high-copy vector (~10-fold excess over the target). Assuming an efficiency of >95%, the rate of reaction, $k_{obs}$, is estimated at >0.15 min⁻¹ (see Appendix). These values are consistent with the lower range of activities observed in vitro with trans-acting hammerhead ribozymes (30), indicating that the maximal reaction rate, i.e., the rate of the cleavage step, may be roughly comparable in vivo and in vitro. When the ribozyme and the substrate have 9:9 bp of complementarity, the reaction rate, $k_{obs}$, increased from 0.01 min⁻¹ (60% cleavage), when the ribozyme was expressed from a low-copy vector, to 0.08 min⁻¹ (90% cleavage), when the ribozyme was expressed from a high-copy vector. This result suggests that for the ribozyme levels evaluated, the rate of ribozyme–substrate association is limiting in vivo. We estimate the ribozyme concentration to be in the range of 3 μM (low-copy vector) to 30 μM (high-copy vector) in the nucleolus, significantly more than the concentration required to saturate the reaction in vitro (see Appendix). Although preliminary in nature, this is direct evidence that ribozyme–substrate binding is much slower in vivo than in vitro. Finally, it is known that the rate of product release affects the overall activity of a trans-acting ribozyme in vitro (31). However, in the
ing ribozyme stability, colocalization of the catalytic and target RNAs, and accessibility of the relevant RNA regions.

In addition to showing that a trans-acting ribozyme can cleave RNA nearly completely, we have established an effective strategy for delivering a ribozyme to a specific subcellular site for targeting a specific type of RNA, in the present case the nucleolus and an artificial nucleolar RNA. This particular approach could be valuable for modulating levels of natural snoRNAs and ribosomal RNAs as well as other RNAs proposed to be associated with the nucleolus. The latter class includes various mRNAs, tRNAs and splicing snRNAs, and the RNA components of telomerase, the signal recognition particle, MRP RNase and RNase P (ref. 32, and refs. therein). Because artificial box C/D snoRNAs are also known to localize to coiled bodies in mammalian cells (ref. 21, and refs. therein), it may also be possible to target snorbozymes to RNAs in coiled bodies, such as splicing snRNAs and the U7 snRNA involved in histone mRNA maturation (33–38). By extension of the concept used here, it seems reasonable to predict that alternative artificial ribozyme–protein complexes that function in different cellular compartments can be designed by creative use of other stabilizing and localizing determinants.

Beyond establishing an effective approach to localization and cleavage, the U3 snorbozyme system described has the key advantage of yielding a stable cleavage byproduct that can be quantified. Formation of this stable and, importantly, endogenously trimmed product provides the twin benefits of (i) distinguishing authentic in vivo cleavage from cleavage that may occur during or after RNA purification and (ii) the ability to measure product formation quantitatively. These properties allow detailed and accurate kinetic studies to be performed in vivo. Our initial results indicate that the in vivo performance of the trans-acting U3-based snorbozymes compares favorably with that of small model ribozyme and substrate molecules analyzed in vitro. The rate of cleavage is quite comparable, whereas substrate binding requires high snorbozyme concentrations.

The present study also demonstrates the feasibility of using yeast for in vivo ribozyme studies. Earlier results with this organism were much less striking, with only 20–50% reduction of target mRNA levels observed for a trans-acting ribozyme (39, 40). The success experienced here indicates that the powerful genetic advantages of yeast can now be exploited to characterize and optimize ribozyme performance in vivo.
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APPENDIX

Parameters Used in the in Vivo Kinetics Calculations. The efficiency of the cis-acting snorbozyme in vivo is \( \approx 90\% \). If the half-life of the U3 derivatives is similar to that of natural U3, estimated at 90 min (29), the rate of the ribozyme reaction is deduced to be 0.08 min\(^{-1}\) in vivo (for the formulas used in calculations see ref. 41). In \( \text{trans} \), the best cleavage efficiency observed was better yet, for a ribozyme–substrate complementarity of 9:6 bp and expression of the ribozyme from a high-copy vector (\( \approx 10\)-fold excess over the target). Assuming an efficiency of \( \geq 95\% \), the rate of reaction, \( k_{\text{obs}} \), is estimated at \( > 0.15 \text{ min}^{-1} \) (see below). When the ribozyme and the substrate have 9:9 bp of complementarity, the reaction rate, \( k_{\text{obs}} \), increased from 0.01 min\(^{-1}\) (60% cleavage) when the
ribozyme was expressed from a low-copy vector, to 0.08 min\(^{-1}\) (90% cleavage) when the ribozyme was expressed from a high-copy vector. This effect suggests that for the ribozyme levels evaluated, the rate of ribozyme-substrate association is limited in vivo. The ribozyme concentration is estimated to be in the range of 3 \(\mu\)M (low-copy vector) to 30 \(\mu\)M (high-copy vector) in the nucleolus, significantly higher than the concentration required to saturate the reaction in vitro (30). The volume of the yeast nucleolus is roughly 0.5 \(\times\) \(10^{-15}\) liters (1 \(\mu\)m \(\times\) 1 \(\mu\)m \(\times\) 0.5 \(\mu\)m; E.B., unpublished data). Assuming ribozyme expressed from a low-copy vector (1–3 copies per cell) occurs at a concentration approximating that of natural U3 (normally from two gene copies), i.e., about 1,000 molecules per cell, as reported by Hughes et al. (42), the ribozyme concentration is estimated to be 3 \(\mu\)M.

In Vivo Trans-Cleavage Model. The ribozyme cleavage of an RNA target in trans and in vivo can be described by the following kinetic model:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{transcription} & \xrightarrow{k_1} \text{E+S} \xrightarrow{k_{	ext{deg}}} \text{E+S} \xrightarrow{k_2} \text{E&P1&P2} \xrightarrow{k_{	ext{deg}}} \text{E+P1*}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(E\) is the ribozyme; \(S\) is the substrate; \(P1\) and \(P2\) are the two cleavage products; \(P1*\) is exo-trimmed \(P1\); and \& signifies a complex. \(k_{\text{deg}}\) is the degradation rate of natural U3 and is assumed to be the same for all U3 derivatives involved here. Based on estimation of the U3 half-life as 90 min (29), \(k_{\text{deg}}\) should be \(\approx 0.008\ \text{min}^{-1}\). \(k_2\) is the rate of the cleavage step and is assumed to be much faster than \(k_{\text{deg}}\). In agreement, \(k_2\) is estimated to be 0.08 \text{min}^{-1} \text{in the cis-acting ribozyme experiment.} \(k_3\) is the rate of conversion of \(P1\) into \(P1^*\) and is also assumed to be much faster than \(k_{\text{deg}}\). Indeed, \(k_3\) is much faster than \(k_2\), because \(P1\) cannot be detected \text{in vivo}. The equilibrium attained \text{in vivo} implies that the concentration of each molecular species is constant over time. If we define the overall reaction rate, \(k_{\text{obs}}\) as the fraction of substrate which is cleaved per unit time, then \(k_{\text{obs}} = k_2 \times [\text{E+S}] / [S_0]\), where [S\(_0\)] is the total concentration of substrate. From the equilibrium equations, it follows that \text{in vivo}, \(k_{\text{obs}} = k_{\text{deg}} \times [P1^*] / [S_0]\). The value for \(k_{\text{obs}}\) can be calculated experimentally, because \(k_{\text{deg}}\) is known, and \([P1^*]/[S_0]\) ratio can be estimated from the Northern blots.